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Abstract

The identification of divertor operating regimes is of particular importance for heat and particle control optimiza-

tion in high performance plasmas of a spherical torus, because of the magnetic geometry effects and compactness of the

divertor region. Recent measurements of radiated power, heat, and particle fluxes in lower single null and double null

NSTX plasmas with 0.8–6 MW NBI heating suggest that the inner divertor is detached at �ne 6 2–3� 1019 m�3 whereas

the outer divertor is always attached. This resilient state exists in most L- and H-mode plasmas. The inner divertor tran-

siently re-attaches in ELMy H-mode plasmas when heat pulses from type I or type III ELMs reach the divertor.
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1. Introduction

The identification of divertor operating regimes is of

particular importance for heat load and particle control

optimization in high performance plasmas of a spherical

torus (ST). Based on the ability of a divertor to sustain a

parallel temperature gradient and effectively dissipate the

heat load, three divertor operating regimes have been ob-

served in large aspect ratio tokamaks: a sheath-limited,

a high-recycling and a detached regime. Present under-

standing of the divertor regimes relies on the physics
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of parallel and perpendicular heat and particle trans-

port, particle drifts, and neutral transport [1], and the

studies of the ST geometry implications have just begun

[2]. Both the magnetic geometry effects, such as low

toroidal field, short connection lengths, large flux expan-

sion ratio, large mirror ratio, and the compactness of the

divertor region are the factors which may affect the

boundaries of the divertor regimes in the plasma operat-

ing space. Progress toward an L-mode plasma regime

with a detached divertor has been made in the MAST

spherical tokamak [3]. Observations of the sheath-

limited and high-recycling regimes and the simultaneous

inner and outer divertor detachment in a balanced dou-

ble null configuration have been reported at core plasma

densities exceeding the Greenwald density and neutral

beam injection (NBI) power PNBI 6 0.75 MW. General
ed.
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similarities in divertor regimes between MAST and large

aspect ratio tokamaks have been observed, except that

the detachment would take place at very low target

nt ’ 2–3 · 1018 m�3. This article reports on the first

results from divertor regime studies in the National

Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX).
2. Experiment

NSTX is a medium-size low aspect ratio device

(A P 1.27, R = 0.85 m, a = 0.67 m). Long pulse L- and

H-mode plasmas (t 6 1 s) are a standard operating re-

gime. The analyzed pulse conditions comprised typical

Ip = 0.8–1.0 MA, Bt 6 0.45 T plasmas heated by 0.8–

6 MW neutral beams with Te(0) ’ (0.8–1.0) keV,

�ne ’ ð2–5Þ � 1019 m�3, Zeff(0) < 2, sE ’ 50–100 ms. A

lower single null (LSN) magnetic configuration was uti-

lized with the drsep parameter of �1.5 cm (Fig. 1), the

ion $B drift toward the lower X-point, the elongation

of j = 1.6–2.2, triangularity of d = 0.3–0.4, q95 ’ 6–7,

the X-point height of 15–20 cm, and the flux expansion

(evaluated at outer strike point) of 3–4. The plasmas
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the NSTX cross-section with a lower single

null plasma and the diagnostics arrangement.
were fueled by injecting deuterium from both a low field

side (LFS) injector at about 120 Torr l/s and from a cen-

ter-stack high field side (HFS) injector at a decreasing

rate from 80 to 10 Torr l/s. Whereas this fueling scheme

allowed better access to the H-modes, �ne increased con-

tinuously and non-disruptively [4]. NSTX divertor has

an open geometry. The center column, divertor plates,

and passive plates are covered with CFC and ATJ

graphite tiles 2.5 cm and 5 cm thick. Data from several

edge diagnostics shown in Fig. 1 have been used in the

present analysis. Experimental divertor physics is inher-

ently two dimensional. Edge and divertor diagnostics in

NSTX are point-localized or one dimensional, making

the present analysis dependent on the modeling and

extrapolation assumptions. Divertor infra-red emissivity

profiles are recorded by a 30 Hz infra-red camera, and

radial heat flux profiles are inferred using the one dimen-

sional (1D) heat conduction model of the ATJ graphite

tiles [5]. Divertor Da, Dc and inboard mid-plane Da

brightness profiles are recorded by spectrally filtered

1D CCD arrays [6]. The Da CCD arrays are photomet-

rically calibrated. The outer mid-plane edge and scrape-

off layer (SOL) temperature and density are measured by

the Multi-point Thomson scattering system with 2–3 cm

spatial resolution. First results from the recently com-

missioned tile-mounted divertor Langmuir probes and

a four chord divertor bolometry system are also used

in the analysis.
3. Results and discussion

Despite vast differences in the core and edge power

and density operational space of the L- and H-mode

LSN plasmas [7,8], one resilient divertor state dominates

the operational space. The plasma in the inner divertor

is cold and dense, often detached, whereas the outer

divertor is always attached. Edge power, recycling, and

neutral flux measurements in NSTX have been previ-

ously reported [7,9]. We note that the Da brightness re-

ported in the latter reference must be multiplied by a

factor of 51 due to a calibration correction. In general,

initial results from the divertor power balance indicate

that power accounting in NSTX is fairly good: fast ion

losses account for about 20% of the input power, up

to 70% reaches the divertor as heat, up to 10% is radi-

ated in the core plasma, up to 10% is radiated in the

divertor [10]. Particle balance indicates that the wall is

in a pumping state [11], as a result of an effective wall

conditioning program on NSTX [12]. To illustrate the

observed divertor features, we use an L-mode discharge

for which an extended set of diagnostics is available

(Fig. 2). A sign of the inner divertor detachment is the

increase of the Dc/Da brightness ratio. The ratio has

been used to identify volume recombination which oc-

curs at Te 6 3–5 eV and is correlated with an onset of
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Fig. 2. Time traces of a representative L-mode discharge. (a)

Plasma current, input NBI power, (b) line averaged density and

gas input, (c) divertor Dc/Da ratio and Da asymmetry parameter

A, (d) divertor bolometers, (e) ion saturation currents, (f) strike

point major radii from EFIT. Bolometer and probe notations

are as in Fig. 1.
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detachment [13]. An increase of divertor radiated power

is apparent on the two lower chords of the bolometer

system B1 and B2. Fig. 3 shows the Da, Dc and qt pro-

files at the times t = 0.19 s and 0.26 s, typical for these

plasmas. The inner divertor heat flux being already

low gradually decreases beyond the IR camera detect-

ability threshold. The ion saturation current Jsat mea-
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Fig. 3. Divertor Da, Dc, and heat flux profiles for the L-mode

discharge shown in Fig. 2 at times t = 0.19 s and 0.28 s.
surements by divertor Langmuir probes (Fig. 2)

confirm an uncontrolled drift of the strike points (e.g.

P4), and the inner plasma–divertor plate interaction re-

gion extending upward (P1). The sharp decrease in Jsat,

measured by P3 and P4, corresponds to the probe loca-

tions crossing plasma separatrix into the private flux

zone. Whereas the present data set is somewhat limited

in spatial resolution, it is suggestive of the partial diver-

tor detachment observed in tokamaks [14].

We now summarize measured heat flux and recycling

trends. Heat fluxes up to 10 MW/m2 have been mea-

sured in NSTX. The peak heat flux increases non-line-

arly with input power Pin in the range 2–6 MW. As in

conventional tokamaks higher outboard peak heat

fluxes are measured in the L-mode, whereas the inboard

heat loads are qin 6 1 MW/m2, being similar in the H-

and L-modes, apparently leading to the observed diver-

tor similarities. Inboard and outboard heat fluxes are

found to be independent of the the gas fueling location

for both the low and high field side gas injectors. This

suggests that the NSTX divertor regimes are not affected

by the rate of gas puffing S = 20–120 Torr s�1. The aver-

age inboard power is a factor of 3–5 lower than the out-

board, whereas the ratio is about 4–6 for the peak heat

flux [7]. Divertor recycling measurements also indicate

many similarities in the (Pin, ne) space. The Da bright-

ness in the inner and outer divertor increases with power

in L- and H-mode plasmas. The divertor Da brightness is

almost always higher in L-mode vs H-mode plasmas,

although the inner divertor brightness is comparable at

�ne P 3� 1019 m�3. The in–out Da peak brightness asym-

metry develops due to a much faster increase of the in-

board emission with �ne. The asymmetry is 4–6 in the

L-mode, and up to 15 in the H-mode plasmas. It is, how-

ever, smaller than or about 1 at low densities, and great-

er than 1 at �ne ’ 2:5� 1019 m�3 in the L-mode, and at

slightly higher �ne in the H-mode [9]. The asymmetry is

always A 6 1–1.5 in ohmic plasmas with Pin 6 0.7 MW.

The asymmetry in recycling has been observed in large

aspect ratio tokamaks, and in many cases is attributed

to the inner divertor detachment, in some instances

accompanied by an X-point MARFE [15,16]. Several

factors, which can be at play simultaneously, may con-

tribute to the development of the Da emission asymme-

try: the temperature and density dependence of atomic

rates [13], different inner and outer flux tube lengths

[17], and the radial E · B drift [18]. The latter can be

substantial in the recycling (high density) regime, result-

ing in a high drift velocity directed toward the inner

target for $B toward the lower X-point. In NSTX a

large asymmetry (A > 2) often correlates with the in-

crease of the Dc/Da ratio. The measured Da brightness

in the inner and outer divertor is consistent with emis-

sivity estimates obtained from the calculated deute-

rium Balmer a emissivity rates [13] for Te ’ 2–5 eV,

ne 6 1020 m�3 recombining plasmas and Te ’ 10–30 eV,
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ne 6 5 · 1019 m�3 ionizing plasmas, suggestive of inner

divertor detachment. Another supporting factor for this

notion is the lower divertor recycling behavior in the

ELMy H-mode plasmas. The divertor state is resilient

to the impact of ELMs. H-mode plasma regimes with

type I, type III, and type V ELMs have been identified

in NSTX [19]. When the type I and III ELMs (0.01 <

DW/W < 0.30, where W is the plasma stored energy)

reach the lower divertor the recycling profile asymmetry

transiently reverses (A < 1), and recovers between ELMs

(Fig. 4), suggestive of a transient re-attachment of the

detached inner divertor as the heat flux is transiently

increased during the ELM heat pulse. Similar recycling

behavior has been reported in large aspect ratio tokam-

aks [15,20].

Since direct Te, ne divertor measurements are not yet

available in NSTX, the two point model (2PM) of the

scrape-off layer (SOL) transport [1] is used to estimate

plasma conditions in the divertor. The 2PM relates the

plasma parameters at the divertor target Tt, nt, Ct to

the �upstream� parameters through the Spitzer heat con-

duction equation, the pressure balance in a flux tube,

and the sheath condition at the target surface [1]. The

2PM does not include any radiation effects and any ST

relevant factors. The measured outer mid-plane SOL

T sep
e ’ 20–40 eV and nsepe ’ 2–7� 1018 m�3 yield a SOL

collisionality m�e P 10, suggesting that the outer divertor

is either in the sheath-limited or high recycling regime.

The 2PM predicts T out
t 6 30 eV, noutt 6 7� 1018 m�3 for

the outer divertor if the measured heat flux density

qin 6 6 MW/m2 and the connection length of Lc ’ 30 m

are used. For inner divertor parameters qin 6 1 MW/m2,

Lc 6 30 m this estimate yields T in
t ’ 1–7 eV, nint 6 8�

1019 m�3. The estimates suggest that the inner target

plasma is cold and dense, and may be detached, whereas
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Fig. 4. Example of the reversal of the divertor recycling in-out

asymmetry in a double null ELMy H-mode plasma. Transient

asymmetry drops (A 6 1) occur when ELMs reach the divertor

and the inner divertor leg re-attaches.
the outer target operates in the sheath-limited and flux

limited (high-recycling) regimes. The non-linear depen-

dence of the peak Da brightness on density and divertor

Da in-out asymmetry also support this notion, as nt �
n3u, T t � n�2

u in the high-recycling regime, whereas Tt de-

creases and nt increases as the detachment occurs, lead-

ing to the observed increase in Da intensity. Efforts to

use the multi-fluid code UEDGE with purely diffusive

and diffusive–convective models for the divertor analysis

have had moderate success: the modeling has not been

able to accurately reproduce the observed Da asymme-

try, and match the edge Te, ne profiles and divertor heat

fluxes [21,22]. Nevertheless, the modeling is very useful

in guiding experimental work. An example of this is

shown in Fig. 5: UEDGE with an anomalous diffusive

radial transport model is used to estimate the detach-

ment boundaries [21,23]. Input power and electron den-

sity at the core boundary (wN = 0.9) are systematically

varied using an H-mode LSN equilibrium and measured

edge profiles. The model includes carbon impurities with

the source determined by physical and chemical sputter-

ing from all plasma facing surfaces. Two criteria for

divertor detachment are used: the decrease of peak

divertor Te to 5 eV or less, and the saturation of the total

ion current to the plate as the upstream density is in-

creased. The two criteria have led to similar results

and correctly predicted the onset of the detachment.

However, the observed detachment boundaries are much

wider, the inner divertor is attached in ohmic

(Pin 6 0.7 MW) and low density plasmas, and the outer

divertor detachment has not been observed even in plas-

maswithne(w90) 6 6 · 1019 m�3. In summary, initial anal-

ysis of NSTX divertor operation suggests that due to a

strong heat flux dispersal in the inner divertor in the L-

and H-mode plasmas (qt 6 1 MW/m2) the inner divertor

operates in a detached state at �ne P 2–3� 1019 m�3

ð0:2 6 �ne=nG 6 0:9Þ, Pin = 1.5–7 MW, whereas the outer
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divertor is always attached. Future experiments will ex-

plore the divertor operational space further, attempting

to produce a fully detached radiative divertor by increas-

ing the core density and edge radiated power, and study-

ing the role of impurities and electromagnetic drifts in

the detachment process.
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